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Greetings 
 
In this edition of our News Release:  1) PIM App and Website Refresh, 2) Trading Costs and Share Classes, 3) 
Potential US Tax and Retirement Policy Changes, 4) Market Review 
 
PIM App and Website Refresh 
 
We are pleased to announce that the new PIM App is available for download on both Android and Apple devices.  This 
tool provides access to your client portal via your mobile device.  Login using the same credentials you use to sign into 
your PIM portal.  To download, simply enter Personal Investment Management into your App Store search bar.  If you 
have never signed into your PIM portal or need help with the new App, please contact Jen.   
 
As you are all aware, PIM has not historically been a marketing focused organization.  We have instead preferred to 
allocated our resources to projects intended to better serve our valued clients.  However, we do recognize that our 
website would benefit from a “refresh”.  To address this, we are currently developing a new website that we hope to 
launch by the end of the year.  We will let you know when the new site is up and running. 
 
Trading Costs and Share Classes 
 
Charles Schwab & Co recently announced that it is eliminating commissions for online stock and ETF (exchange traded 
fund) trades.  Schwab has not charged commissions for online trades of Schwab proprietary ETFs for some time.  The 
recently announced elimination of commissions applies to all ETFs, including those that are sponsored by other 
financial institutions. While good news for investors, market reaction was decidedly negative.  On the day of the 
announcement, shares of Charles Schwab & Co fell 9.7%.  Shares of other online brokerage firms also fell on the 
expectation that they would need to follow suit.  E-Trade fell 16%, and shares of TD Ameritrade fell 26%.  Fidelity is 
not a publicly traded company.    
 
Prior to this announcement, PIM clients with assets in custody at Schwab paid either $4.95 or $12.95 per “non-Schwab” 
ETF trade, depending upon whether or not the client is enrolled in Schwab’s “e-Delivery” service and receives trade 
confirmations and account statements electronically.  Going forward, there will be no commission charges for any PIM 
client on any ETF transactions.  There will, however, continue to be a very small fee charged by the US Securities and 
Exchange Commission (“SEC Fee”), in conjunction with the sale of ETF shares.  In addition, purchases and sales of 
certain mutual funds remain subject to a negotiated flat $20 transaction fee. 
   
This leads naturally to a discussion about mutual fund share classes.  Clients with assets in custody at Charles Schwab 
& Co may own different share classes of the same fund.  Some clients may pay a transaction fee to purchase or sell 
shares of a fund, while others pay no transaction fee for essentially the same fund.  Why? 
 
It is trendy, a clever marketing hook, to advertise that a firm only uses no load, no transaction fee mutual funds.  We 
agree wholeheartedly with, and subscribe to, the no sales load policy.  But sometimes paying a small transaction fee to 
own a mutual fund is a good thing.  Why?  Because the goal isn’t “free”.  The goal is to have the most money in the 
end. 
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Mutual funds that we examine for possible inclusion in client portfolios typically have both a “retail” share class and an 
“institutional” share class.  The retail share class has no transaction fee.  The institutional share class typically has a $20 
transaction fee for purchases and sales.  However, the ongoing, internal operating expense ratios of institutional mutual 
fund shares are lower than the retail share class.  Think of it as you might the purchase of an automobile.  The most fuel 
efficient choice might cost a tick more initially, but is less expensive to operate and therefore, less expensive over the life 
of the vehicle.  In most cases, institutional shares are only available to clients of financial institutions such as PIM 
(institutional investors).  Self-directed (retail) investors generally do not have access to institutional shares.   
 
If the goal is to have the most money in the end, then it makes more sense sometimes to own the institutional share class 
of a mutual fund because of the lower internal expense ratio, even if you have to pay a small trading charge to get it.  
PIM has set parameters for which share class any client should own, based upon specific criteria such as the size and 
expected frequency of purchase or sale transactions. 
 
Potential U.S. Tax and Retirement Policy Changes 
 
In May of this year, the US House of Representatives passed something called the “SECURE Act”.  $10 if you know 
what the acronym stands for……..  Answer:  “Setting Every Community Up for Retirement Enhancement”.  Doesn’t 
exactly roll off the tongue. 
 
As of now, the act is not law, despite overwhelming bipartisan support.  The measure passed the House 417-3 in May.  
PIM’s News Release is appropriately, necessarily, politically neutral.  However, should you be interested in why this has 
been delayed, you can easily find commentary via the internet. 
  
Should the SECURE Act eventually become law, the following are the three provisions we thought you’d be most 
interested in learning about.  The first two of these you will welcome.  The third could be problematic from an estate 
planning perspective.   
 
This information was taken directly from a document found at waysandmeans.house.gov. 
 
“Section 106.  Repeal of Maximum Age for Traditional IRA Contributions.  The legislation repeals the prohibition on 
contributions to a traditional IRA by an individual who has attained age 70 1/2.  As Americans live longer, an increasing 
number continue employment beyond traditional retirement age.” 
 
“Section 113.  Increase in Age for Required Beginning Date for Mandatory Distributions.  Under Current law,  
participants are generally required to begin taking distributions from their retirement plan at age 70 1/2.  The policy 
behind this rule is to ensure that individuals spend their retirement savings during their lifetime and not use their 
retirement plans for estate planning purposes to transfer wealth to beneficiaries.  However, the age 70 1/2 was first 
applied in the retirement plan context in the early 1960s and has never been adjusted to take into account increases in 
life expectancy.  The bill increases the required minimum distribution age from 70 1/2 to 72.” 
 
“Section 401.  Modifications to Required Minimum Distribution Rules.  The legislation modifies the required minimum 
distribution rules with respect to defined contribution plan and IRA balances upon the death of the account owner.  
Under the legislation, distributions to individuals other than the surviving spouse of the employee (or IRA owner), 
disabled or chronically ill individuals, individuals who are not more than 10 years younger than the employee (or IRA 
owner), or child of the employee (or IRA owner) who has not reached the age of majority are generally required to be 
distributed by the end of the tenth calendar year following the year of the employee or IRA owner’s death.” 
 
In English now….. 
 
Section 106 means that you can contribute to an IRA as long as you have earned employment income regardless of age. 
 
Section 113 means that RMD won’t begin until age 72. 
 
Section 401 means that with some exceptions, the “stretch IRA” is gone.  The way this is written above is a bit 
confusing.  Think of it this way; if you inherit an IRA, you can’t stretch the distributions out over your lifetime anymore; 
you must distribute, and pay tax on, the entire account balance by the end of the 10th year following the original account 
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owner’s death UNLESS you are the surviving spouse, or disabled or chronically ill, or not more than 10 years younger 
than the deceased, or the child of the deceased and under age 18.   
 
Here’s the practical problem.  If you have adult children as beneficiaries on your IRA, then you probably expected that 
they would be able to stretch the tax-deferred benefits of the account over their own lifetimes (minus the inherited IRA 
RMD rules already in the books).  This would no longer be possible under section 401 of the new law.  Your adult 
children would have to distribute, and pay tax on, all of the account balance over ten years.  Now, they would certainly 
be able to save/ invest the net, after-tax amounts.  But two things are lost: 1) lifetime tax-deferred growth, 2) the total 
amount of tax paid on distributions will likely be greater due to the relatively compressed timeframe to distribute and 
pay taxes on the entire account balance.   
 
We will keep you apprised of developments with this legislation. 
 
 
Market Review 
 
Introduction:  Over the most recent completed 12 months, the S&P500 has been a veritable roller coaster, with severe 
ups and downs and ending up where it started.  While the 18.6% return of the first three calendar quarters of 2019 goes a 
long way towards recovering the 20% correction of the fourth quarter of 2018, the return of the S&P500 over the most 
recently completed 12 months has been 0.36%.  Given the recent and current market environments, we thought you 
might appreciate a candid explanation of the issues, the data and what we’re doing with portfolio allocations. 
 
The Current Market:  No credible economic commentary can avoid acknowledging the disruption that the “trade war” 
has caused.  While it’s true that the direct dollar cost to the US is modest, relative to the size of our economy, it is also 
true that overall policy uncertainty has caused domestic and global corporations to apply the brakes.  Firms the world 
over are simply not investing back into themselves because they aren’t clear on who will be able to buy their products 
and at what price.  Capital expenditures for firms globally is as weak as it has been since the financial crisis.  
Manufacturing production data, a broad measure that encompasses consumer goods, is at a three-year low, or even a post
-financial crisis low, depending on the data provider.   
 
There have been three main growth scares since the end of the financial crisis.  The first emanated from Europe in 2011. 
The second began in 2015, and we’re experiencing the third now.  Current economic data is similar to where the world 
was during the 2015-2016 period.  This period was characterized by a slowdown in the materials and energy sectors of 
the economy, largely driven by a lack of demand from China.  Oil dropped to roughly $24 per barrel, and many oil and 
gas firms struggled to remain in business.  The manufacturing sector of the economy supplies the tools and machines 
needed for these sectors to operate and their output declined to levels similar to today.  During these years the economy 
slowed, but recession was avoided through a series of policy actions.   
 
The textbook response for central banks to stimulate the economy is to lower borrowing costs with the goal of inducing 
firms to borrow money and ultimately hire new workers and increase wages.  The problem is that the economy hasn't 
been strong enough for central banks to increase interest rates back to a normal range since the end of the financial crisis.  
As a result, 13 trillion dollars of fixed income securities are trading for a price that exceeds the value of the coupon 
payments and principal received over the life of the bond.  Central banks (Japan and Europe) and regulated financial 
entities (pension funds) are buying 98% of these negative yielding securities in an effort to lower borrowing costs across 
the board.   
 
Positives:  The importance of manufacturing in the United States has declined over the past thirty years as the value of 
services has increased.  Services is a catch-all term that includes everything from healthcare to software.  The services 
sector of the economy employs more people and produces more output than manufacturing, so it is comforting to know 
that the services sector remains healthy and still expanding. 
 
The brightest spot in the economy is the consumer.  The unemployment rate has fallen to the lowest rate since 1969, and 
wage growth is holding at a rate above inflation, something that has been missing for most workers over the past decade. 
Collectively, consumers are still spending.  When 70% of the US economy is driven by consumers, it is easy to see why 
the decline in manufacturing and capital expenditures data hasn’t caused a larger economic correction. 
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The third piece of good news has been the Federal Reserve’s willingness to lower short-term interest rates.  The Fed cut 
rates for the first time in a decade early this year and did so again last month.  Nearly all central banks have followed the 
Fed’s lead.  Lower interest rates should stimulate lending and economic activity. 
Further, low interest rates encourage investors to buy equities to earn a positive return.  The dividend yield of the 
S&P500 is now greater than the yield on the ten-year US treasury, a rare occurrence.  There is no alternative to equities 
when fixed income rates are so low.  This is largely why the S&P500 is trading at above average valuations when there 
are so many areas of concern.   
 
The key to this feedback loop, in which the fixed income world pushes demand to the equity world through low rates is 
the state of the consumer.  As long as employment stays high, the market is willing to accept equity risk given the lack of 
alternatives.  Employment data always carries a lot of weight in the market, but this is especially true today. 
 
Portfolio Strategy:  The general slowdown we’re experiencing in the real economy began in late 2018.  Our first 
portfolio adjustments began in March of 2019, at custodians where we have an ability to select a wider variety of 
investments.  Our strategy thus far has been to use specific investments that have defensive characteristics.  We have yet 
to universally reduce equity allocation throughout our model portfolios.  By maintaining equity exposure, we remain in 
the market while our defensive positioning lowers overall portfolio sensitivity to deteriorating economic conditions.  The 
alternative to this approach would essentially be market timing, which is a game we are unwilling to play.  On balance, 
being defensive has been a better strategy than moving out of equities and into cash as the market continues to defy 
gravity due to slightly better than expected corporate earnings and policy support from the Federal Reserve. 
 
Our portfolio positioning could change under the right conditions.  If we see four-week average jobless claims move 
above the five-year average, then we may be inclined to decrease equity exposure.  This event has preceded every 
recession since 1973 with no more than a three-month lag.  This is a far more accurate and timely measure of the health 
of the economy than the yield curve or any other leading indicator.  This signal would flash red if the four-week average 
jobless claim number moves above 245k.  The current four week average jobless claim is 214k, which suggests a 
slowing but still relatively healthy overall economy.   
 
Closing Comments: It is important to remember that bull markets don’t have an expiration date.  Economies want to 
grow, and policy makers want to avoid recession and help markets in that effort.  The Fed may continue to lower rates 
and will likely begin additional efforts to provide standing funding for short-term “repo” loans shortly.  This action 
amounts to quantitative easing, which is the strongest action the Fed can take to stimulate the economy.  These efforts 
should not be discounted. 
 
There have been a lot of sensational headlines in the financial press this year.  The actual data does show cause for 
concern, but we are not in uncharted territory.  The response from central banks has been swift and is building in 
strength as data continues to undershoot expectations.  The Fed’s actions do take time to impact the real economy but 
should provide the support needed to avoid a sharp market decline.  The most likely outcome for the coming months is a 
sideways market.   
 
We will remain diligent in monitoring and analyzing economic conditions and make further adjustments as appropriate. 
 
 
 
 
Thank You 
 
As this will be the last News Release of 2019, we extend to you our sincere best wishes for a happy and peaceful holiday 
season.  We are honored and grateful that you have placed your trust in PIM. 


